Use of a Hybrid Open and Endovascular Approach to Successfully Repair a Traumatic Retrohepatic Inferior Vena Cava Injury
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Abstract

Purpose: To describe a damage control open and endovascular approach that successfully repaired a catastrophic retrohepatic injury to the inferior vena cava (IVC).

Case Report: A 25-year-old man presented with two gunshot wounds to the trunk. During open operative exploration, a penetrating injury to the IVC behind the caudate lobe of the liver was encountered. To quickly control hemorrhage, en-mass ligation of the injured area and surrounding tissues was performed which resulted in significant IVC stenosis at the level of the repair. After resuscitation in the intensive care unit, the patient was brought back to the operating room where inline flow through the IVC was reestablished by bridging the defect using a 20mm x 55mm covered stent graft.

Conclusions: As endovascular expertise and devices become more refined and readily available to treat trauma, variations of this hybrid technique have the potential to become powerful tools to repair retrohepatic IVC injuries.
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Introduction

Retrohepatic Inferior Vena Cava (IVC) injuries remain among the most challenging vascular injuries to manage. Perioperative mortality has not been significantly reduced despite the introduction of novel techniques and approaches detailed in the surgical literature over the past decades. In many cases, the main obstacles to successful repair are lack of adequate exposure and difficulty controlling hemorrhage. Some of these obstacles may be overcome using endovascular therapy, which has the inherent advantages of allowing remote endoluminal vascular access and offering potential therapeutic intervention without need for surgical exposure and traditional proximal and distal control. In this report, we describe the successful repair of a retrohepatic inferior vena cava injury using a hybrid open and endovascular approach.

Case Report

A previously healthy 25-year-old man presented to the emergency department after sustaining two gunshot wounds to the left chest and back. On presentation, he was normotensive with a Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score of 15. A left tube thoracostomy was placed for a hemopneumothorax seen on chest radiograph. The patient was taken emergently to the operating room for exploration and placed on a non-fluoroscopy compatible bed. Injuries to the left hemidiaphragm, the stomach, and the caudate lobe of the liver were encountered. An expanding hematoma surrounding the caudate lobe was explored and a large volume venous bleeding was encountered, which was refractory to control via Pringle maneuver and suprarenal IVC clamping. A through-and-through injury of the IVC posterior to the liver was revealed. Because of the ongoing hemorrhage, the IVC, the caudate lobe, and surrounding tissues were ligated en-mass using 4-0 prolene figure-of-eight sutures as a desperate damage control maneuver with planned re-exploration and possible reconstruction. The other injuries were addressed, the abdomen was packed, and the patient was taken to the intensive care unit for resuscitation.

As expected, the patient experienced a marked decrease in urine output and an increase in his serum creatinine from 0.9 to 1.8 mg/dl after 6 hours. Once the patient was adequately resuscitated, he was taken back to the operating room and bilateral femoral vein access was obtained. A venogram demonstrated occlusion of the suprarenal IVC (Figure 1A) at the level of ligation and a large infrarenal thrombus. These findings were confirmed with Intravascular Ultrasound (IVUS). To prevent propagation or migration of the thrombus after restoration of IVC patency, open thrombectomy was performed via a transverse venotomy at the level of the renal veins away from the injury prior to attempting our repair. The procedure yielded a large amount of fresh thrombus.
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After completing the thrombectomy, the IVUS probe was introduced to measure IVC diameters and mark levels of the hepatic and renal veins. An ESLE 20 mm x 55 mm stent graft (Cook Medical, Bloomington, IN) was then introduced and deployed between the hepatic and renal veins. An ESLE 20 mm x 55 mm covered stent graft (Cook Medical, Bloomington, IN) was then introduced and deployed between the hepatic and renal veins. A transient snare marker and bullet are visible on the right (Figure 2). Corresponding IVUS image demonstrates nascent stent graft and near total occlusion of the vena cava lumen.

Figure 2: Placement of covered stent graft. (A) White Arrow: Angiogram showing placement of 20mm x 55mm covered stent graft at the level of the stricture. A radiopaque wound marker and bullet are visible on the right (B) Corresponding IVUS image demonstrates nascent stent graft and near total occlusion of the vena cava lumen.

The patient had an uneventful post-operative course. Urine output normalized and serum creatinine returned to baseline within 48 hours. The patient was discharged home on hospital day eight. At one month follow-up, the patient was recovering well without evidence of kidney dysfunction or lower extremity edema.

Discussion

Traumatic injuries to the retrohepatic vena cava remain among the most challenging vascular injuries encountered by the trauma surgeon. The expected mortality associated with IVC injuries is 64 to 77% [1-3]; the most common cause of death is overwhelmingly due to exsanguinations [2], which often occurs during the prolonged maneuvers required to achieve exposure and subsequent control of the bleeding vessels. The procedure of IVC ligation is an acceptable damage control maneuver to rapidly control hemorrhage in a physiologically unstable trauma patient in which primary IVC repair would be exceedingly difficult and prolonged, such as the case in IVC injuries that occur behind the parenchyma of the liver. However, there are only sporadic case reports of patients who have survived suprarenal IVC ligation [4,5].

Endovascular techniques to manage vascular pathology have been described as early as 1969 [6]. The endovascular approach has since been validated as a powerful adjunct to open repair of aortic trauma in a large multicenter trial [7]. In the past two decades, these techniques have increasingly been applied to the realm of vascular trauma with promising initial results [8-10]. To date, three case reports are noted of IVC injuries repaired using endovascular therapy [11-13]. In each case, hemorrhage was successfully controlled by deployment of an endograft within the IVC. No stent-related complications, patency issues, or hemorrhage-related deaths were reported during follow-up in these cases.

The case we describe demonstrates inherent difficulties in managing retrohepatic IVC injuries with traditional open techniques, as well as the utility of implementing endovascular capability in combination with open damage control surgery. As expected, the injured IVC was associated with significant hemorrhage. Furthermore, the hemorrhage was exacerbated and uncontrollable once the surrounding hepatic attachments and the retroperitoneum were incised. Hemorrhage control was attempted via a Pringle maneuver and suprarenal IVC clamping, but this was ineffective. Clamping the IVC immediately below the hepatic veins for controlled repair was felt to be temporally and technically impractical, leaving ligation and atriocaval shunt to consider.

In retrospect, the patient would have been better served by being placed on a fluoroscopic compatible OR table from the outset, which is increasingly being used by our service for operative trauma explorations. Once a hematoma in the retroperitoneum is identified, temporary hemorrhage control via packing without further dissection and consideration for endovascular options is advisable. Diagnosis, endovascular balloon control, and definitive therapy are all possible and would have been applicable in this case during the initial exploration. In addition, an IVC ligated or significantly narrowed because of necessity can be safely salvaged via an endovascular approach. If salvage is to be attempted, it is important to utilize suture that can be disrupted later with balloon insufflation. It can also be important to preserve vessel continuity without division during damage control if an endovascular rescue is to be an option.

Conclusion

This case report and other few cases described in the literature to date indicate that an endovascular approach has the potential to be a powerful adjunctive tool for the repair and control of difficult to access IVC injuries and warrants consideration when such injuries are encountered.
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